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To many, Indian thought, Indian manners, Indian customs, Indian philosophy, Indian literature are

repulsive at the first sight; but let them preserve, let them read, let them become familiar with the great

principles underlying these ideas, and it is ninety-nine to one that the charm will come over them, and

fascination will be the result. Slow and silent, as the gentle dew that falls in the morning, unseen and

unheard yet producing, a most tremendous result, has been the work of the calm, patient. All- suffering

spiritual race upon the world of thought.
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vates
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Poetry is the overflow of the powerful feelings


But the thoughts and words in which emotion Spontaneously embodied itself


The suggestion by the imagination of noble grounds for noble emotions


  


In a general sense may be defined as the expression of the imagination


The language of imagination


 Poet?ry we will call musical thought 


E.Athe rhythmic creation of beauty


 The most delightful and perfect

form of utterance that human words canreach


 Poetry is

the antithesis of science  having for its immediate object pleasure but not truth


Poetry is metrical composition
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source languages
Target language


*


*
Translation

*
The replacement of Textual material in one language be equalent of textual material in another

language.
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Don`t teach Fish to Swim - English

 
Trust not a broken Staff  English

 




    


  







Literal or Faithful
free or Idiomatic Translation

  








           

 

Hand work is an essential thing. we all need in life. It is impossible to achieve greatness without

   



7.5 

working hard. In other words, an idle person cannot gain anything if they wish to sit and wait for
something else. on the other hand one who keeps working hard Constantly will deffinitely gain success

in life.
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inon
I saw her on my way to the school
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 The environment is our surroundings. It comprises of natural, social and man made environ-

ments. the natural environment is all the biotic and abiotic factors present on earth. All social relation-

ships that involve the gathering of two or more people are called as social environment.

Social environment consists of family, friends, relations we made to others as an individual and

relations in the outer world. it may at your school colleges. offices and other outer world interactions.

In the solar system the earth is a single planet where life is found. We all humans are blessed

with the gift of nature and rich bio-diversity.

 






 The word Communication is aprocess of Interaction with the people and their environment

sending and receiving ineormation is called communication. Good Communication skills is necessary

for every one. Communicateion will helps us to build or to continue good relationship. with right and

effective communication we can solve so many issues. In offices also we can create strong team

environment with the help of good comminication. Good Communication will give you great love and

respect.

          








9.2 

 Once There was a dog who wandered the streets night and day in search of food. One day he

found a juicy bone and he immediately grabbed it between his mouth and took it home. On his way

home he crossed a river and saw another dog who also had a bone in its mouth. He wanted that bone

also. But as he opened his mouth, The bone he was biting fell into river and sank. That night, he went

home hungry.

Moral of the Story

if we always envy what otheres have, we’ll end up losing what we already have, just like the

greediy dog.

 




       






   

 






 

There was a boy named John who was so lazy, he couldn’t even bother to change his clothes

one day he saw that the apple tree in their yard was full of fruits. he wanted to eat some apples but he

was too lazy to climb the tree and take the fruits. so he laydown underneath the tree and waited for the

furits to fall off. John waited until he was very hungry but the apples never fell.



9.3 

Moral :

Laziness can get you nowhere. If you want something you need to work hard for it.

 
  

“Ager”  “Cultura”Ager (field)Cultura

(Cultivation)


 

In India Agriculture comes under frimary sector of Employment. In our country more than half

of the population are involved in Agriculture. Generally Agriculture means practice of farming and

rearing of Animals. Agriculture is one of the important aspeet in our country’s economy. Agriculture

word was derieved from the lattin words of Ager and culturea where Ager means field and culturea

means growing or cultivation. The most important aim of agriculture is to provide food for all.

          

          


 

In the words first time a novel coronavirus was identified in 2019 in Wuhan. Coronavirus is a

large family of viruses. it is generally starts with common symptom of cold to more several diseases

such as middle east respiratory syndrome (MERS) and several Acute Respiratory syndrom. This is a

new coronavirus that has not previusly identifed in humanes first time it was detected of the two people

in china wuhan in sea food market.
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News should be fresh like fish
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